
Region 2 - The Smolder Scrub Difficulty 8
“Gray haze"

Environment Travel Speed Pace per hour
(slow/reg/fast)

Pace per watch
(slow/reg/fast)

Food DC Water DC Navigate DC

Dense Scrub ½ speed 1 / 1.5 / 2 miles 4 / 6 / 8 miles 10 13 15

Discoveries (inhabitants, regional effects, locations, secrets) Survey DC XP reward for 1st
group to discover

Region Modifier - a persistent gray haze makes this entire region lightly
obscured, reducing visibility to 1 mile

– 4500

Inhabitant - Hill Giants 6 2250

Inhabitant - Red Slaad 13 2500

Inhabitant - Bulette 13 2250



Inhabitant - Knights and Warlord (agents of SWORD) 15 2250

Inhabitant - Smoke Mephits 16 2250

Inhabitant - Halfling Scouts 18 2250

Inhabitant - Boneclaw 20 4500

Structure - Boneclaw Hole – 7000 (4500 if only
spotted)

Structure - Buried SWORD outpost – 7000 (4500 if only
spotted)

Wandering Monsters & Encounters

d8+d6 Encounter XP Value

2 Roll twice on the table, and have both emerge
simultaneously

3 2 Fire Elementals, from the Firewash or Angry
Grandfathers, burning brush and remelting old lava
flows

3600xp

4 2 Hill Giants and 1d20 commoner halflings, the
halflings are trapped in a large bag and the giants are
beginning a game of stuff-stuff

3600xp

5 2 Hill Giant Mouths of Grolantor, ravenously hungry 4600xp

6 15 halfling scouts, hunting and foraging for the town 1500xp

7 A swarm of 30 smoke mephits, swarming like flies
over a steam vent in the earth

1500xp

8 Lost in the Haze, strange slag terrain and twisting old
lava flows, coupled with the thick haze makes navigation
impossible. Roll 1d12 and consult the lost table.

4500xp

9 4 knights mounted on warhorses, agents of SWORD,
they attempt to requisition the party to locate the former
SWORD outpost which was buried by the eruption. They
want the magical equipment which was stored inside. If
the party refuses, they leave and return the following
watch with the warlord and demand the party’s magical
gear.

3200xp

10 2 Red Slaads, shapechanged to look like halfling
commoners, speaking in Slaad to one another, they try
to deceive the party and then shapechange and attack
at a weak moment.

3600xp

11 2 Bulettes, hunting the party from underground 3600xp

12 Warlord mounted on warhorse, Lord Malcius Ott 8500xp



patrolling the region, attempts to requisition the party to
locate the former SWORD outpost which was buried by
the eruption. He wants the magical equipment which
was stored inside. If the party refuses, he leaves and
returns the following watch with 4 mounted knights and
demands the party’s magical gear.

13 2 mages and 4 hobgoblins, a delve team from the
Antecalamitas Antiquarians who are also in search of
magical equipment and may have a lead, but will
misdirect any questioning party

5000xp

14 Young Red Dragon, Ash’tonkucher - from the Red Cliffs
of Terror, one of Ashtryrranthor’s brood, the only
surviving member of his siblings after the incursion of
Tiamacthullu 50 years ago. He’s soaring and enjoying
the exercise.

5900xp

Points of Interest
Entrance:
The Smolder Scrub was blasted by a large eruption from the nearby volcano, Grandpa Snurre, around 20
years ago. Thick ash fell across the region, killing nearly all the trees and plant life. The ground remains overly
soft and difficult to travel upon, but plant life has returned. Dense scrub of variegated colors has sprouted up
everywhere and proper trails are all but lost. Between volcanic smoke, moisture from the bay, and dirt kicked
up by passing creatures, a persistent gray haze plagues the Smolder Scrub, lightly obscuring the terrain and
reducing visibility to just 1 mile.

Dungeon:
Buried outpost map by @tradwifeobama, remixed room descriptions

1. A thick copse of scrubby trees with a small river flowing into a deep hole in the earth. The copse is the
home of a band of hill giants. 2 hill giants are present.

2. The Pop Pop River flows quickly underground. DC 16 athletics check at each place it intersects with the
dungeon to keep your wits enough to grab on and not be swept away to certain death. 4 chances
before the river reaches the bottomless pit.

3. Dry Chambers - these chambers are the former outpost of SWORD. Ceilings are 20’ high. This is now a
bulette nest, and multiple caved in burrow holes are about. In the central chamber is a Dire Bulette (hp
195, +11 to attack, deals 2 more damage dice worth on each attack. It has nosed all of the furnishings
either to the drowned chambers.

4. Drowned chambers - in the water of these flooded chambers are what’s left of the equipment of the
outpost, including not a few items of magical armor and weaponry, some with the bones of their former
owners still inside.

5. Bottomless Pit - the river falls 200 feet to an underground lake, (20d6 falling damage, halved by the
water). Eventually it flows out to the Bay of Lost Souls, but doesn’t offer much in the way of breathable
air.





Legendary Monster Lair:
Boneclaw, the last remnant of the lich-giant Rrebbekkahh, whose hidden phylactery was destroyed in the
volcanic eruption. Rrebbekkahh was killed by a sortie from SWORD, which included two paladins of Mitra. The
strength of her anger and evil will was such that instead of being obliterated, she became a Boneclaw instead,
losing her memories but retaining her malice. She bonded to a young but particularly cruel halfling named
Brushbottom, whose people had settled in the developing scrublands. Brushbottom is now a teenager, with a
dark and powerful servant. She is unaware of her new, horrid bodyguard. The Boneclaw creeps from its hole in
the secrecy of night to enact the Brushbottom’s evil whims. The local area has been plagued by
disappearances and grisly murders, tied together by the common thread of Brushbottom’s envy and hunger for
revenge. Brushbottom just considers herself lucky, and secretly believes that she has great magical power to
control the whims of the universe. She lives with her dad and younger brother, and enjoys the pampering of her
frightened and overprotective father.

The Boneclaw hides in a small hole in the ground during the day, in the wilds near the home of Brushbottom. It
squeezes into the hole and lies awake at the bottom seething in anger. (Use @Dysonlogos map “The Idol Pit”,
but smaller dimensions, squares are only 2.5feet.)

Settlement or Roleplay Opportunities:
Scrubfellow Village  - rustic tents and shelters easy to hide and easy to move. They are afraid of outsiders and
don’t have much to offer. These folk subsist on hunting and gathering. One particular halfling girl hides a cruel
and dark secret (see legendary monster above)

SWORD encampment - Lord Malcius Ott (warlord) and a small band of 12 knights are searching the area for a
lost outpost.


